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Beginning Mysql Database Design And Optimization
From Novice To Professional
* Shows how to take advantage of MySQL's built-in functions, minimizing the
need to process data once it's been retrieved from the database. * Demonstrates
how to write and use advanced and complex queries to cut down on
(middleware) application logic, including nested sub-queries and virtual tables
(added since MySQL 4.1). * Points out database design do's and don'ts,
including many real-world examples of bad database designs and how the
databases were subsequently improved. * Includes a review of MySQL
fundamentals and essential theory, such as naming conventions and
connections, for quick reference purposes.
A hands-on beginner’s guide to designing relational databases and managing
data using Microsoft Access Relational databases represent one of the most
enduring and pervasive forms of information technology. Yet most texts covering
relational database design assume an extensive, sophisticated computer science
background. There are texts on relational database software tools like Microsoft
Access that assume less background, but they focus primarily on details of the
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user interface, with inadequate coverage of the underlying design issues of how
to structure databases. Growing out of Professor Jonathan Eckstein’s twenty
years’ experience teaching courses on management information systems (MIS)
at Rutgers Business School, this book fills this gap in the literature by providing a
rigorous introduction to relational databases for readers without prior computer
science or programming experience. Relational Database Design for Business,
with Microsoft Access helps readers to quickly develop a thorough, practical
understanding of relational database design. It takes a step-by-step, real-world
approach, using application examples from business and finance every step the
way. As a result, readers learn to think concretely about database design and
how to address issues that commonly arise when developing and manipulating
relational databases. By the time they finish the final chapter, students will have
the knowledge and skills needed to build relational databases with dozens of
tables. They will also be able to build complete Microsoft Access applications
around such databases. This text: Takes a hands-on approach using numerous
real-world examples drawn from the worlds of business, finance, and more Gets
readers up and running, fast, with the skills they need to use and develop
relational databases with Microsoft Access Moves swiftly from conceptual
fundamentals to advanced design techniques Leads readers step-by-step
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through data management and design, relational database theory, multiple tables
and the possible relationships between them, Microsoft Access features such as
forms and navigation, formulating queries in SQL, and normalization Introductory
Relational Database Design for Business, with MicrosoftAccess is the definitive
guide for undergraduate and graduate students in business, finance, and data
analysis without prior experience in database design. While Microsoft Access is
its primary “hands-on” learning vehicle, most of the skills in this text are
transferrable to other relational database software such as MySQL.
Get a Jump Start on working with MySQL today! MySQL is an extremely popular
open source relational database management system that that powers many of
the applications on the Web. Discover why MySQL's speed, ease of use, and
flexibility make it the database of choice for so many developers. In just one
weekend with this hands-on tutorial, you'll learn how to: Get started with MySQL
Store, modify, and retrieve data Work with multiple tables Connect to your
database through code Program the database Back up your data
The vast majority of software applications use relational databases that virtually
every application developer must work with. This book introduces you to
database design, whether you're a DBA or database developer. You'll discover
what databases are, their goals, and why proper design is necessary to achieve
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those goals. Additionally, you'll master how to structure the database so it gives
good performance while minimizing the chance for error. You will learn how to
decide what should be in a database to meet the application's requirements.
* One of the first books to cover MySQL 5 in depth * Foregos reiteration of the
basics found in other books, and concentrates on MySQL’s advanced
applications in enterprise environments * Doubles as a reference for users
interested in having a thorough guide to configuration directives, commands, and
features at their disposal
Teaching the SQL skills that businesses demand when hiring programmers If
you're a SQL beginner, you don't just want to learn SQL basics, you also want to
get some practical SQL skills you can use in the job market. This book gives you
both. Covering the basics through intermediate topics with clear explanations,
hands-on exercises, and helpful solutions, this book is the perfect introduction to
SQL. Topics include both the current SQL:2008 standards, the upcoming
SQL:2011 standards, and also how to use SQL against current releases of the
most popular commercial SQL databases, such as Oracle, SQL Server, and
MySQL. Introduces SQL concepts, explains SQL statements, and clearly shows
how to write efficient and effective SQL code Uses a hands-on style and a
sample database that incorporates all SQL concepts taught in the book; this
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database will be enhanced through the book as key points and lessons are
covered Covers topics such as how SQL interacts with the sample database via
various interfaces, including vendor-provided utilities, programming languages,
SQL clients, and productivity software Includes appendices with primers on
database normalization, set theory and bollean algebra, RDBMS software stepby-step setup guides, and database connectivity Learn how to write effective,
efficient SQL code with Discovering SQL: A Hands-On Guide for Beginners.
What is this book about? Beginning PHP5 is a complete tutorial in
PHP5'slanguage features and functionality, beginning with the basics andbuilding
up to the design and construction of complex data-drivenWeb sites. Fully
functioning applications are developed through thecourse of the book. Other
features of the book include installationguide and troubleshooting tips,
introduction to relationaldatabases, practical working examples and applications,
and adetailed language reference. Here are the new topics in this edition: OOP
PEAR GTK MSI CLI SQLite Error handling with try/catch
A concise introduction to the fundamentals of working with MySQL. MySQL is an
open-source relational database management system that is rapidly growing in
popularity. Known for its speed, reliability, and ease of use, MySQL has proven
itself to be particularly well suited both for beginners and for experienced
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developers to create sophisticated database-backed Web sites and applications.
MySQL Tutorial is a clear, concise introduction to the fundamental concepts and
techniques of working with MySQL. It teaches the beginning MySQL user how to
create and administer powerful databases that can be used at home, at work,
and on the Web. Whether you are a novice to databases or a technical
professional looking to find out more about how MySQL works, MySQL Tutorial
efficiently guides you through the information you need in order to get started
with MySQL and quickly become proficient.
* PHP is an open-source server-side scripting language, with millions of users
worldwide. It is more popular than Microsoft’s ASP and ASP.NET. Version 5, out
before the end of Q2 of 2004, features new OO-programming capabilities. * MySQL is
the most popular open source RDBMS. * There are a lot of E-commerce elements,
such as credit card transaction processing, that are not easy to learn. This book will
provide solid e-commerce solutions for PHP and MySQL developers. * This will be a
good companion book to Apress’ 1893115518 Beginning PHP 5 and MySQL: From
Novice to Professional by W.J. Gilmore.
Dreamweaver CS4 is a massive step forward in terms of integration with the rest of the
CS4 suite (Flash, Fireworks, Photoshop, etc.), and also includes whole host of exciting
features of its own. The Essential Guide to Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS, Ajax, and
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PHP concentrates on getting the most out of Dreamweaver CS4, rather than going into
every menu item and toolbar icon. The emphasis is on developing websites compliant
with the latest web standards, using CSS, JavaScript libraries (with particular emphasis
on Spry, Adobe's implementation of Ajax), and PHP. The book covers all aspects of the
new user interface, including workspace layouts, iconic panels, the related documents
feature, Live View, Code Navigator, and Live Code. It also shows how to use the
improved CSS editing features, and JavaScript code introspection. There is also
coverage of other new features, such as version control through Subversion integration,
and the improved support for Photoshop integration through the use of Smart Objects.
Takes you through your development environment set up Covers everything you need
to create both standards compliant web sites, and dynamic web applications Teaches
real world techniques using a series of step by step tutorials
An authoritative manual on advanced MySQL programming and administration provides
a comprehensive resource for MySQL performance data, covering such areas as
optimization, tuning, reliability, and more while explaining how to utilize the right MySQL
product, set up a performance and monitoring environment, MySQL tools, tune the
MySQL engine, and more. Original. (Advanced)
Here's what Web designers need to know to create dynamic, database-driven Web
sites To be on the cutting edge, Web sites need to serve up HTML, CSS, and products
specific to the needs of different customers using different browsers. An effective ePage 7/24
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commerce site gathers information about users and provides information they need to
get the desired result. PHP scripting language with a MySQL back-end database offers
an effective way to design sites that meet these requirements. This full updated 4th
Edition of PHP & MySQL For Dummies gets you quickly up to speed, even if your
experience is limited. Explains the easy way to install and set up PHP and MySQL
using XAMPP, so it works the same on Linux, Mac, and Windows Shows you how to
secure files on a Web host and how to write secure code Packed with useful and
understandable code examples for Web site creators who are not professional
programmers Fully updated to ensure your code will be compliant based on PHP 5.3
and MySQL 5.1.31 Provides clear, accurate code examples PHP & MySQL For
Dummies, 4th Edition provides what you need to know to create sites that get results.
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
MySQL remains one of the hottest open source database technologies. As the
database has evolved into a product competitive with proprietary counterparts like
Oracle and IBM DB2, MySQL has found favor with large scale corporate users who
require high-powered features and performance. Expert MySQL is the first book to
delve deep into the MySQL architecture, showing users how to make the most of the
database through creation of custom storage handlers, optimization of MySQL's query
execution, and use of the embedded server product. This book will interest users
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deploying MySQL in high-traffic environments and in situations requiring minimal
resource allocation.
This book introduces the reader to all the key concepts and technologies needed to
begin developing their own bioinformatics tools. The new edition includes more
bioinformatics-specific content and a new chapter on good software engineering
practices to help people working in teams.
Kofler's MySQL introduces the many facets of MySQL, guiding the reader through the
installation, configuration, implementation and administration of the world's most
popular Open Source database server. Intermingling MySQL instruction with valuable
general database design philosophy, Kofler also demonstrates how to use MySQL in
conjunction with various other technologies (PHP, Perl, ODBC) in order to Web-enable
your database information. MySQL proves to be an irreplaceable resource for MySQL
novices and experts alike.
This update to a Wrox bestseller dives in and guides the reader through the entire
process of creating dynamic, data-driven sites using the open source "AMP" model:
Apache Web server, the MySQL database system, and the PHP scripting language.
The team of expert authors covers PHP scripting, database management, security,
integration, and e-commerce functions and comes complete with a useful syntax
reference. Showcases three fully functional Web site examples, with implementations
for both Windows and Linux, that readers can incorporate into their own projects
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Updates include a new chapter on PHP5 features and functions, a new example Web
site application, and updates to PHP5 throughout the text

Beginning MySQL Database Design and OptimizationFrom Novice to
ProfessionalApress
Six-Step Relational Database DesignTM bridges the gaps between database
theory, database modeling, and database implementation by outlining a simple
but reliable six-step process for accurately modeling user data on a Crow's Foot
Relational Model Diagram, and then demonstrating how to implement this model
on any relational database management system. The second edition contains a
new chapter on implementation that goes through the steps necessary to
implement each of the case studies on a relational database management
system, clearly relating the design to implementation and database theory. In
addition, questions are also included at the end of each of the six steps and one
of the previous case studies has been replaced, making the case study selection
more diverse. Six-Step Relational Database DesignTM uses three case studies
and starts with a statement of the problem by the client and then goes through
the six steps necessary to create a reliable and accurate data model of the
client's business requirements. This model can then be used to implement the
database on any relational database management system. Six-Step Relational
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Database DesignTM should be used as a handbook for students and
professionals in the software-development field. The technique described in this
book can be used by students for quickly developing relational databases for
their applications, and by professionals for developing sturdy, reliable, and
accurate relational database models for their software applications.
What is this book about? PHP, Apache, and MySQL are the three key open
source technologies that form the basis for most active Web servers. This book
takes you step-by-step through understanding each — using it and combining it
with the other two on both Linux and Windows servers. This book guides you
through creating your own sites using the open source AMP model. You discover
how to install PHP, Apache, and MySQL. Then you create PHP Web pages,
including database management and security. Finally, you discover how to
integrate your work with e-commerce and other technologies. By building
different types of Web sites, you progress from setting up simple database tables
to tapping the full potential of PHP, Apache, and MySQL. When you’re finished,
you will be able to create well-designed, dynamic Web sites using open source
tools. What does this book cover? Here's what you will learn from this book: How
PHP server-side scripting language works for connecting HTML-based Web
pages to a backend database Syntax, functions, and commands for PHP,
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Apache, and MySQL Methods and techniques for building user-friendly forms
How to easily store, update, and access information using MySQL Ways to allow
the user to edit a database E-commerce applications using these three
technologies How to set up user logins, profiles, and personalizations Proper
protocols for error handling Who is this book for? This book is for beginners who
are new to PHP and who need to learn quickly how to create Web sites using
open source tools. Some basic HTML knowledge is helpful but not essential.
Expert PHP and MySQL takes you beyond learning syntax to showing you how
to apply proven software development methods to building commerce-grade PHP
and MySQL projects that will stand the test of time and reliably deliver on
customer needs. Developers of real-world applications face numerous problems
that seem trivial on the surface, but really do take some skill to get right. Error
handling is about more than just the mechanics in the PHP syntax, but also about
handling MySQL errors, logging those errors, and about hiding information about
application internals that error messages sometimes can expose. Meet these
challenges and more head-on! Author Marc Rochkind shows how to begin a
project right, with a clear contract and set of written requirements. You’ll learn
about project organization, setting up a solid development environment,
connecting with client personnel. Database design is essential, and Expert PHP
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and MySQL has you covered with guidance on creating a sound model and
database, and on pushing functionality into the database as appropriate; not
everything should be done in PHP. Error handling is covered at both the PHP
and MySQL levels. Application structure is covered. Guidance is provided on
reporting. And finally there is conversion. In Expert PHP and MySQL you’ll
explore the following: The popular and widely used combination of PHP and
MySQL Commercial-grade application of language and database features
Human factors such as planning and organization Organizing a project to meet
requirements and satisfy the customer Structuring an application for efficient
development and future modification Coding PHP for productivity, reliability,
security Generating online, downloadable, and printed reports Converting
existing data to the new application
Practical and easy to understand, DATABASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN,
IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT, Eleventh Edition, gives students a
solid foundation in database design and implementation. Filled with visual aids
such as diagrams, illustrations, and tables, this market-leading text provides indepth coverage of database design, demonstrating that the key to successful
database implementation is in proper design of databases to fit within a larger
strategic view of the data environment. Renowned for its clear, straightforward
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writing style, this text provides students with an outstanding balance of theory
and practice. The eleventh edition has been updated to include expanded
relational algebra coverage, updated business vignettes showing the impact of
database tech in the real world, updated coverage of cloud data services,
expanded coverage of Big Data and related Hadoop technologies, SQL coverage
expanded to include MySQL databases, and many other improvements! In
addition, new review questions, problem sets, and cases have been added
throughout the book so that students have multiple opportunities to test their
understanding and develop real and useful design skills. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Provides programmers with a complete foundation in MySQL, the multi-user,
multi-threaded SQL database server that easily stores, updates, and accesses
information Offers detailed instructions for MySQL installation and configuration
on either Windows or Linux Shows how to create a database, work with SQL,
add and modify data, run queries, perform administrative tasks, and build
database applications Demonstrates how to connect to a MySQL database from
within PHP, Java, ASP, and ASP.NET applications Companion Web site includes
SQL statements needed to create and populate a database plus three ready-toPage 14/24
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use database applications (in PHP, Java, and ASP.NET)
??????????????????????????,??ODL?SQL???????????????????????????????
Dalam dunia bisnis modern sekarang ini, teknologi informasi memegang peranan
yang sangat penting dalam perekonomian dunia. Kebanyakan perusahaan
menganggap teknologi informasi sebagai jalan keluar untuk mengatasi
permasalahan-permasalahan yang timbul. Selain itu, dalam era globalisasi
sekarang ini, kebutuhan akan informasi merupakan suatu titik vital yang sangat
penting. Tak ketinggalan pula peranan basis data dalam hal tersebut. Tanpa
basis data, teknologi informasi tidak akan berarti apa-apa dalam suatu
perusahaan. Buku ini disusun dengan tujuan memberikan kemudahan pembaca
untuk menganalisis dan merancang sistem basis data yang dapat mendukung
kemajuan perusahaan tersebut. Ditujukan kepada para mahasiswa yang
mengambil mata kuliah Perancangan Basis Data khususnya, serta masyarakat
Indonesia yang berminat mempelajari basis data umumnya. Selain itu, ditujukan
pula bagi Anda yang akan dan tengah berkecimpung dalam dunia IT, baik dalam
bidang programming maupun dalam bidang basis data, dan memiliki tekad
sungguh-sungguh ingin mempelajari bagaimana merancang basis data yang
benar dan baik. Penyajian materi diberikan secara jelas dan terperinci disertai
dengan berbagai contoh kasus nyata sehari-hari. Dalam setiap bab diberikan
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contoh-contoh latihan dan diakhiri dengan soal latihan yang dapat membantu
Anda untuk lebih memahami ulasan yang telah disajikan. Pembahasan dalam
buku mencakup: • Database System Developmet Life Cycle • Teknik
Pengumpulan Data • Entity Relationship Modeling • Normalisasi • Case Study:
Analisis dan Perancangan Basis Data Konseptual • Case Study: Perancangan
Basis Data Logikal • Case Study: Perancangan Basis Data Fisikal • Case Study:
Seleksi DBMS - Operasi Pemeliharaan • Case Study: Pendukung Analisis dan
Perancangan Basis Data
This guidebook, and its companion volume which follows, provide a solid basis from
which one can successfully implement relational database, multidimensional data
warehouse and business intelligence (BI) technologies. The principal objective of this
initial course volume is to convey a practical and common sense guide to the theory
and concepts of data modeling. Using these sophisticated techniques one can create
an elegant logical design of a database. Within this course we discuss not only the
premier modeling theories from the best industry experts but also present the practical
and real-world experience of the past 20-years of Sideris data design practitioners. The
methodologies discussed are applicable to any relational database environment,
including IBM DB2, the Oracle database, Microsoft SQL Server, the open-source
MySQL and PostgreSQL databases as well as other RDBMS platforms. They are also
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applicable to other database technologies, such as object databases and legacy IMS
and IDMS databases. Finally, while we use the free Oracle SQL Developer Data
Modeler product as a demonstration modeling tool, one can complete the exercises of
this course and apply the techniques learned using any other popular data model
diagramming tool, such as IBM InfoSphere Data Architect, CA ErWin Data Modeler,
Embarcadero ER/Studio and others. A summary of the objectives of this textbook are:
DATA MODELING THEORY & CONCEPTS; BUILDING AN INITIAL DATA MODEL;
DRAWING A MODEL USING SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOLS; INCREASING
THE ACCURACY OF THE MODEL; FINDING & FIXING ATTRIBUTE MISTAKES;
SEMANTIC & OBJECT ORIENTED MODELING OF ENTITIES & RELATIONSHIPS;
SEMANTIC & OBJECT ORIENTED MODELING OF DOMAINS & TYPES; TIMEDEPENDENCY & STATE-DEPENDENCY; CLASSIC STRUCTURES & PATTERNS;
LOGICAL / PHYSICAL MODEL TRANSFORMATION; RDBMS IMPLEMENTATION OF
THE PHYSICAL MODEL
"Database design is one of the most important aspects of web programming.
Successful implementation of any system with data storage will always need proper
database design. In order to create great database design you will not only have to
master database technology but will also have to master database design process and
normalization. This course will also teach you SQL and you will be a SQL power user
by the end of this course. You will start with a basic introduction to data storage and will
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follow it up with storage engines and other tools. You will also learn about MySQL
installation and database design process. Database design, normalization, structure
mapping, keys, and junction tables come next. The next units will teach you SQL and
Advance SQL and you will also learn to use PHP with MySQL. This complete database
course will help you become a database design guru."--Resource description page.
MySQL Explained is a step-by-step tutorial for everyone who's ready to learn about the
database software most commonly used for storing information behind some of today's
most popular websites and online applications. Written especially for people outside the
technology field, MySQL Explained provides the background information you need to
get familiar with database theory and the principles behind organizing data. This book
starts from the ground up, helping the reader to understand the very definition of a
database, the forms it can take and the different options for storing information. By the
end of this book, you'll understand the reasons for choosing MySQL, the options for
installing it and the tools that it offers to store and safeguard your data. If you are in any
way involved in designing or managing a website or data solution of any kind, you owe
it to yourself to understand the tools involved. Quality database management systems
are essential in today's data-driven world and such essential tools should not be a
mystery to those who depend on them. MySQL Explained can help you unravel the
mystery and learn more about a technology that will be around for a long time to come.
Describes the basics of SQL, database design, and how to create a database using the
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SQL language.
Gain a solid foundation in database design and implementation using the practical,
easy-to understand approach in DATABASE SYSTEMS: DESIGN,
IMPLEMENTATION, AND MANAGEMENT, 13E. This market-leading resource
provides in-depth coverage of database design, balancing theory and practice with
supporting visuals. Completely revised and reorganized coverage of SQL makes the
purchase of supplementary SQL programming books unnecessary. SQL is introduced
with more examples and simpler explanations that focus on the points most important
for a career in the database field. In additional, coverage of Big Data Analytics and
NoSQL, including related Hadoop technologies, is now expanded to include a stronger
hands-on approach. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A guide to data modeling provides information on the process of capturing business
information, formulating data models, and mapping models to a physical relational
database design.
Take your MySQL skills to the top tier Maximize every powerful feature available in
MySQL 5.1 with hands-on instruction from a MySQL expert. This definitive guide shows
you how to use MySQL's advanced suite of data management tools, optimize
performance and reliability, and secure and administer a robust RDBMS. MySQL
Database Usage & Administration includes detailed code examples in each chapter to
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highlight real-world applications of the material covered. If you want to get the most out
of MySQL, you need this practical handbook. Understand MySQL's features, technical
architecture, subsystems, and commands Make database design decisions that
optimizre performance, storage, and reliability Write complex queries using joins,
subqueries, and views Group SQL statements into transactions and execute them
atomically Build and use sophisticated stored procedures and functions Automate
database operations with triggers and scheduled events Import and export data in
different formats, includiong SQL, CSV, and XML Optimize server and query
performance Administer a secure, high availability MySQL RDBMS Manage users and
control access Perform database maintenance, replication, backup, and recovery
Vikram Vaswani is the founder and CEO of Melonfire (www.melonfire.com), a
consultancy firm with special expertise in open-source tools and technologies. His
previous books include MySQL: The Complete Reference, PHP: A Beginner's Guide,
and PHP Programming Solutions.
* MySQL 5, due to be released in summer 2005, is slated to be the most significant
release in the product’s history. The Definitive Guide to MySQL 5, Third Edition is the
first book to offer in-depth instruction on the new features. * This book shows readers
how to connect to MySQL via all of the major APIs, including PHP, Perl, Java, JSP, and
C#/. * Novice and intermediate database administrators are introduced to both
MySQL’s key features, and crucial database management concepts by way of realPage 20/24
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world examples such as discussion forums, online polls, and other data administration
projects.

Essential SQL fast provides a comprehensive guide to SQL, using the Windowsbased version of MySQL. MySQL is a freely available, multi-platform database
management system, making it ideal for learning the techniques and concepts of
database design. Using numerous worked examples and illustrations, Matthew
Norman describes how to set up the database management system MySQL. In
doing so he covers various topics, including: installing and testing MySQL; using
the graphical tools; database design techniques and concepts; retrieving,
changing and deleting data; and how to make other products communicate with
MySQL.
A short guide for everyone on how to structure your data and set-up your MySQL
database tables efficiently and easily.
How can you bring out MySQL’s full power? With High Performance MySQL,
you’ll learn advanced techniques for everything from designing schemas,
indexes, and queries to tuning your MySQL server, operating system, and
hardware to their fullest potential. This guide also teaches you safe and practical
ways to scale applications through replication, load balancing, high availability,
and failover. Updated to reflect recent advances in MySQL and InnoDB
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performance, features, and tools, this third edition not only offers specific
examples of how MySQL works, it also teaches you why this system works as it
does, with illustrative stories and case studies that demonstrate MySQL’s
principles in action. With this book, you’ll learn how to think in MySQL. Learn the
effects of new features in MySQL 5.5, including stored procedures, partitioned
databases, triggers, and views Implement improvements in replication, high
availability, and clustering Achieve high performance when running MySQL in the
cloud Optimize advanced querying features, such as full-text searches Take
advantage of modern multi-core CPUs and solid-state disks Explore backup and
recovery strategies—including new tools for hot online backups
With the Web extending into every nook and cranny of modern life, there are
plenty of folks out there who have data storage issues that need to be addressedÑbut no million-dollar budgets to do so. Luckily for them, there's MySQL. Offering
Oracle-like power without the huge price tag, MySQL offers a networked
database that can be accessed in numerous ways-Ñall of which are described in
this invaluable reference. In the clear, concise language readers have come to
expect from this popular series, this Visual QuickStart Guide demonstrates how
to interact with MySQL--both directly and through various popular programming
languages (for example, PHP, Perl, and Java). Step-by-step instructions,
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practical examples, plenty of screen shots, and loads of useful tips and tricks
make learning MySQL a breeze, even for novice programmers. Focusing first on
the underlying conceptsÑWhat are databases? What is MySQL?--authorLarry
Ullmanthen proceeds through installation, administration, database design, and
more before tackling MySQL's use with various programming languages,
database programming techniques, and utilities. Web developers, system
administrators, programmers, and just about anybody who uses databases will
find themselves turning again and again to this essential guide.
*The most updated PostgreSQL book on the market, covering version 8.0
*Highlights the most popular PostgreSQL APIs, including C, Perl, PHP, and Java
*This is two books in one; it simultaneously covers key relational database design
principles, while teaching PostgreSQL
This fully revised, self-paced learning tool lays out all the necessary steps to
quickly and easily start writing SQL programs Thoroughly updated to reflect the
most recent ANSI/ISO standard, SQL: A Beginner's Guide, Fourth Edition will get
you up-and-running with SQL programming right away. Clear tutorials, annotated
code, and proven instructional tools guide you to easily performing queries and
modifications, building databases, creating and reviewing embedded statements,
troubleshooting system- and data-related problems, and much more. You will
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learn how to retrieve, insert, update, and delete database data, and perform
management and administrative functions. The book also covers new features,
including SQL/XML and the long-awaited temporal support. Code examples are
provided throughout along with notes on using them with the latest RDBMS
software versions such as MySQL 5.7, SQL Server 2014, and Oracle Database
12c. Platform-neutral coverage; all skills can be applied to any database product,
and any SQL version Features hands-on exercises and self-tests that reinforce
basic knowledge ”Ask the Expert” sections throughout are filled with bonus
information and useful tips
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